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Abstract—A systematic study of impact ionization, avalanche
multiplication, and excess noise in InAs diodes has been carried
out, confirming that avalanche multiplication is dominated by the
impact ionization of electrons. This results in highly desirable
“electron avalanche photodiode” characteristics previously only
demonstrated in HgCdTe diodes, which are discussed in detail.
The suppression of excess noise by nonlocal effects, to levels below
the local model minimum of F = 2, is explained. An electron
ionization coefficient is calculated and shown to be capable of
modeling the electron impact ionization, which differs characteristically from that in wider bandgap III–V materials.
Index Terms—Avalanche photodiode (APD), electron avalanche
photodiode (e-APD), impact ionization, InAs, ionization
coefficient.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE PROCESS of impact ionization and its exploitation
in avalanche photodiodes (APDs) has been thoroughly
investigated in most established semiconductor materials with
bandgap energies greater than 1 eV. In contrast, there have been
few investigations in semiconductor materials with bandgaps
below that of In0.53 Ga0.47 As and few reports of APDs detecting
at wavelengths beyond its 1.7-μm cutoff. There are, however,
emerging applications in the short-wave and midwave infrared,
which could exploit APDs to improve overall system sensitivity. These are typically low photon flux or high bandwidth
applications such as active imaging, hyperspectral imaging,
atmospheric gas monitoring, and free space communications.
Hence, there is increasing interest in the investigation of impact
ionization in narrower bandgap materials for potential use in
APDs. Furthermore, since the excess noise generated by any
APD is dependent on the material properties of its gain medium,
there is a long standing cross-application interest in identifying
materials with favorable properties [1].
In all APDs, avalanche gain is accompanied by an increase in
noise power, characterized by the gain-dependent excess noise
factor F . In order to minimize F and maximize the extent to
which an APD’s gain can be exploited before its noise begins
to dominate the system noise, the electron ionization coefficient
α and the hole ionization coefficient β should be as disparate as
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possible. Ideally, either α or β should be equal to zero, such
that the ionization coefficient ratio k = α/β or k = β/α also
becomes zero. In this ideal case, F asymptotically approaches 2
as gain increases, under the local model of impact ionization
[2]. Furthermore, an APD’s bandwidth is also reduced with
increasing values of k [3]. Unfortunately, in established wider
bandgap III–V materials, it has been found that both carrier
types undergo significant impact ionization resulting in k values
between approximately 1 and 0.1 [1], [4]. It is for this reason that III–V APDs suffer from higher levels of noise than
silicon APDs.
Amongst narrower bandgap materials, Hgx−1 Cdx Te and, in
particular, Hg0.7 Cd0.3 Te have been the most widely investigated. Hg0.7 Cd0.3 Te APDs have been demonstrated with highly
desirable and previously unachievable avalanche gain and
noise characteristics [5]. Measurements indicate that electron
impact ionization dominates the avalanche multiplication in
Hg0.7 Cd0.3 Te APDs, resulting in theoretically minimal excess
noise and leading to the devices being referred to as electron
APDs (e-APDs). However, Hg1−x Cdx Te remains inaccessible
to many and challenging to grow and process. Hence, it would
be desirable if similar performance could be achieved using
a more widely available III–V material. Recently published
work has shown that InAs has the potential to meet this desire,
exhibiting similar electron-dominated avalanche multiplication
and commensurate low excess noise [6], [7]. It is noted that
the use of InAs in APDs is not without its own issues. The
maximum substrate diameter available at present is 3 in; InAs
has an accepted predisposition for surface leakage currents and
is one of the least well developed of the binary III–V alloys.
However, with further development addressing the fabrication
and surface passivation in particular, they may mature into a
useful technology.
Predicting or explaining the impact ionization characteristics
of a material from its band structure is difficult, as, usually, the
energies required for impact ionization to take place lie above
the first conduction band. In InAs and Hg0.7 Cd0.3 Te, however,
a relatively simple case can be made for preferential electron
impact ionization [5], [6], [8]. In these materials, electrons
can be heated by an electric field to energies well in excess
of the bandgap energy, while still confined to the Γ valley
of the first conduction band. Due to the low polar optical
phonon-dominated scattering experienced by the electrons in
the Γ valley, they should be able to rapidly attain energies
well in excess of the bandgap and, hence, have the potential to
impact ionization, as long as suitable states are available for the
carriers. In contrast, the relatively flat heavy hole band limits the
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE SATELLITE VALLEY SEPARATION
ENERGIES IN SELECTED MATERIALS

rate at which holes heat up. Hence, it can be hypothesized that
electron ionization will occur more readily than hole ionization in InAs and Hg0.7 Cd0.3 Te, particularly under low electric
fields. Table I shows the published X and L valley separation
energies for a number of materials with respect to their Γ valley
minimum. The full band diagrams are given in [10] for InAs,
GaAs, and InP and in [12] for Hg0.7 Cd0.3 Te.
In InAs at 77 K, the spin-orbit split-off energy is approximately equal to the bandgap energy. This has led to an opposing hypothesis of preferential hole impact ionization, through
so-called resonant impact ionization, initiated by holes with
near-zero momentum. This was the explanation offered by
Mikhailova et al. [13] for their reported finding that β was
much greater than α in InAs. However, using a Monte Carlo
model, Brennan and Mansour [14] were unable to replicate the
α published by Mikhailova et al., instead reporting it to be much
higher and exhibiting notably weaker electric field dependence.
The α modeled by Brennan and Mansour was broadly supported by Marshall et al. [6] who found experimentally that
α was much greater than β in InAs at room temperature. It
is noted, however, that the conditions to support resonant hole
ionization do not exist in InAs at room temperature. Other
reports of avalanche multiplication dominated by resonant hole
impact ionization have been made following investigations of
Alx Ga1−x Sb, where x ∼ 0.05, although not all measurements
have identified the same ionization coefficient ratio, and some
inconsistency remains [15].
In this paper, the initial material characterization reported in
[6] and [7] is extended with a systematic study of avalanche
multiplication in a range of InAs p-i-n and n-i-p diodes.
Through the characterization of diodes with intrinsic widths
between 0.8 and 3.5-μm and the use of different primary
photogenerated carrier injection profiles, some of the key characteristics of InAs e-APDs are derived for the first time. Furthermore, the first room temperature local ionization coefficient
for electrons in InAs is calculated and used to model avalanche
gain. Although this paper is primarily concerned with the
exploitation of impact ionization in InAs e-APDs, an accurate
ionization coefficient for InAs is also beneficial to those developing transistors that use InAs, in which impact ionization has
a deleterious effect [16]. In such cases, an ionization coefficient
could be used to set an upper limit on the acceptable electric
field in order to avoid impact ionization.

TABLE II
STRUCTURES OF THE DIODES CHARACTERIZED AS DETERMINED BY
SIMS AND C–V MEASUREMENTS (BRACKETED VALUES IN ITALICS)

II. D EVICE G ROWTH AND FABRICATION
Homojunction InAs p-i-n and n-i-p diodes were grown by
molecular beam epitaxy on InAs substrates. The growth conditions given in [17] were developed through trial growths, with
the primary aim being to reduce the defect density and reverse
leakage current. Minimizing the unintentional background doping concentration in the intrinsic layer was also a growth target,
so that the diodes could become fully depleted at low reverse
biases, and the electric field profile could be approximated to
that of an ideal p-i-n type diode. All p-i-n diodes included
an AlAs0.16 Sb0.84 minority electron diffusion blocking layer
under the p-type InAs contact layer [17]. Circular mesa diodes
of 25, 50, 100, and 200-μm radii were then fabricated by wet
etching.
The grown doping concentrations and layer thickness, as
shown in Table II, were primarily confirmed by secondary ion
mass spectroscopy (SIMS). Capacitance–voltage (C–V ) measurements at 77 K were also used to confirm the approximate
intrinsic width and the background doping concentration. C–V
measurements at room temperature were found to be inaccurate
due to the relatively high reverse leakage current present. The
unintentional background doping by Be and Si was found to be
approximately 1 × 1015 atoms/cm3 or less, which enabled even
the thickest intrinsic layers to become fully depleted by 2-V
reverse bias. From forward-biased current–voltage measurements, all diodes were found to have ideality factors between
1.05 and 1.4, while diodes with radii of 100-μm or greater
had series resistances less than 20 Ω. Bulk-dominated leakage
current was achieved in the best diodes.
III. R ESULTS
Phase-sensitive detection was used for all photomultiplication measurements to differentiate accurately between the
photocurrent and the leakage current. All measurements were
performed at 293 ± 1 K. The primary photocurrent generation
and other considerations were as described in [6], such that
the multiplication initiated by pure electron injection (Me )
was measured on p-i-n diodes, and approximately, the multiplication due to pure hole injection (Mh ) was measured on
n-i-p diodes, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The
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Fig. 1. Me measured on p-i-n diodes P1 (•), P2 (), and P3 ().

Fig. 3. Excess noise measured on P3 and P2 (inset) diodes with radii of
25-μm (), 50-μm (), and 100-μm (). Reference lines from the local
model [2] for k = 0 and 1.

Fig. 2. Approximately (solid symbols) Mh and (open symbols) Mmixed ,
measured on n-i-p diodes N1 (•), N2 (), and N3 ().

measurement results from n-i-p diodes are considered to be
approaching the true Mh , overestimating the multiplication to
a degree. By using a laser with a wavelength of 3.39-μm,
it was possible to photogenerate primary carriers in all three
regions of the n-i-p diodes. The multiplication Mmixed of this
mixed primary photocurrent is also shown in Fig. 2. All results
reported are from 200-μm radii diodes. Higher multiplication
could be measured on smaller diodes, as shown in Fig. 6.
The diodes’ excess noise characteristics were established by
measuring the photocurrent noise power using a custom phasesensitive setup [18]. The specific experimental considerations
for this measurement on InAs diodes are described in [7]. The
measurements were performed at an uncontrolled room temperature of approximately 295 K. Due to the magnitude of the
leakage current in the diodes, it was not possible to accurately
measure the photocurrent noise power on large diodes. Indeed,
it was not possible to reliably determine the excess noise factor
on N1 and P1 diodes at all. It was possible to characterize N2,
N3, P2, and P3 diodes with 25- and 50-μm radii and P3 diodes
with 100-μm radii. Restricting the characterization to smaller
diodes resulted in some discernable contamination being introduced to the targeted pure electron or hole injection primary
photocurrents, as described in [7], due to the limitations of
the optical setup used. It was found that n-i-p diodes were
particularly susceptible to contamination of the primary hole
photocurrent, while the contamination to the primary electron
photocurrent in p-i-n diodes was much less significant, although
still evident in the excess noise results. Hence, the excess noise
measured on the largest area p-i-n diodes is considered to be
approaching or equal to the excess noise for pure electron

Fig. 4. Excess noise characteristics measured with predominately hole primary photocurrent on (open symbols) N2 and (solid symbols) N3 diodes
with radii of 25-μm () and 50-μm (), together with those measured with
intentional mixed primary photocurrents (•) on diodes with 25-μm radii.
Reference lines from the local model [2] for k = 0, 0.3, 1, 2, 10, 30, and 120.

initiated multiplication Fe , while the excess noise expected for
truly pure hole initiated multiplication Fh should be notably
higher than that measured on the n-i-p diodes with 50-μm radii.

IV. D ISCUSSION
A. Photomultiplication Characteristics
From Figs. 1–4, it can be seen that all six InAs diodes
characterized support the finding that α  β in InAs at room
temperature. Furthermore, it is concluded that, at room temperature, it is reasonable to describe InAs APDs as e-APDs,
since hole impact ionization is negligible. Interestingly, the
multiplication measured at a given bias is found to be greater
when the depletion width is larger, and, hence, the electric
field is lower. This trend is counter to that observed in all
established APDs, where the gain is always higher for a given
bias if the depletion width is narrower. It is considered that the
unique dependence in InAs diodes results from a combination
of the very large α/β ratio and α having weak electric field
dependence. Indeed, modeling has shown that atypical trends
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Fig. 5. Photomultiplication characteristics measured and modeled for the P3
diode structure, including the Me measured in this paper (•), the Me modeled
with the α from Brennan and Mansour [14] setting β = 0 (crossed line), and
both the Me (dot-dashed line) and Mh (dashed line, dotted only where β is
extrapolated) using α (extrapolated) and β from Mikhailova et al. [13]. Also
shown is the Mmixed modeled by Satyanadh et al. [21] for a p-i-n diode with
a 4-μm-wide intrinsic width (solid black line).

are also expected in HgCdTe e-APDs [19], [20], although these
differ slightly from the trend identified here for InAs e-APDs.
Arguably, the work most comparable to this new experimental investigation is that of Satyanadh et al. [21], who modeled
avalanche multiplication in InAs at room temperature using a
Monte Carlo model. Unfortunately, drawing comparisons with
their results is difficult for two reasons. First, they selected
a primary carrier injection profile that cannot be replicated
on practical devices, injecting electron-hole pairs uniformly
across the intrinsic region of p-i-n diodes. Second, they make
no mention of whether they find α > β or β > α, nor can
this be inferred due to the uniform mixed primary carrier
injection. Their modeled avalanche multiplication for a p-i-n
diode with a 4-μm intrinsic region is shown in Fig. 5. The
logarithm of multiplication minus one scale is chosen to show
the low gain characteristics clearly. From the linear rise on
this scale, it can, at least, be concluded that the multiplication
modeled was dominated by impact ionization of just one carrier
type, as discussed in more detail later. The magnitude of the
multiplication is similar to the Me measured on the comparable
P3 diodes, although the primary photocurrent differs. Given that
impact ionization of only one carrier type appears to have dominated in the model, the multiplication expected for injection
of only the most readily impact ionizing carrier type would
be approaching double that reported. Despite this difference in
the magnitude of the multiplication, the overall agreement with
the new measured characteristics is good, particularly considering that the model was established without fitting to experimental data.
If the ionization coefficients given by Mikhailova et al.
[13] are used to model Me and Mh for an ideal p-i-n diode
approximation of P3, they do not match the measured Me . The
most significant discrepancy is that the modeled Me and Mh ,
shown in Fig. 5, break down at ∼8 V, while stable linear mode
gain is measured in P3 diodes to double this voltage. The reason
for this fundamental contradiction is unclear. In contrast, if the
α modeled by Brennan et al. [14] is parameterized and used
to model Me for P3 diodes, taking β to be zero, the result has
more in common with the measured Me .

Fig. 6. Comparison between the Me measured in this paper on P3 diodes
(•) and multiplication characteristics measured on other materials, including
HgCdTe, with cutoff wavelengths of 4.2-μm (solid back line) and 2.2-μm
(dashed black line) [5] and InAlAs (dot-dashed line) [22].

The avalanche multiplication resulting from the impact ionization of only one carrier type, as in an e-APD, is characteristically different from that resulting when both carrier
types undergo impact ionization. Fig. 6 compares the multiplication measured on a P3 InAs diode with that measured
on InAlAs [22] and HgCdTe APDs [5]. The InAlAs APD’s
multiplication characteristic is typical of APDs, where both
carrier types undergo impact ionization; gain is negligible at
low bias voltages before rising rapidly to a sharp breakdown.
Although this multiplication characteristic would shift along
the voltage scale where the depletion width changes, its characteristic shape would remain. In contrast, when only one carrier
type undergoes impact ionization, the absence of a feedback
mechanism leads to an exponentially rising gain without an
avalanche breakdown. The multiplication characteristics from
InAs and HgCdTe diodes match this e-APD model, rising
linearly on the logarithmic scale, after an initial turn-on. It is
interesting to consider the bias dependence of the multiplication
characteristics shown in Fig. 6, in relation to the concomitant
requirements for the APD’s biasing circuit. Typically, APDs
need to be accurately and stably biased to maintain the desired
operational gain. However, the absence of feedback impact ionization in e-APDs makes their gain less sensitive to fluctuations
in bias voltage, which could provide a system-level advantage.
From Fig. 6, it is evident that avalanche multiplication in
InAs APDs starts at a very low voltage. Indeed, electron
avalanche multiplication in InAs p-i-n diodes was found to
turn on by 0.4–0.5 V in all cases. For this to be possible,
the impact ionization threshold energy must be low. C–V
measurements indicate that the built-in potential in these diodes
is in the order of 0.05 V, resulting in a maximum energy gain
for electrons injected from the p-type cladding of ∼0.50 eV,
under an external bias of 0.45 V and assuming a ballistic
transport model. However, the electron ionization threshold
energy must be ≥ 0.36 eV, the bandgap energy. Hence, even
ballistic electrons can only gain a maximum of 0.14 eV more
than the minimum ionization threshold energy while traveling
up to 2-μm. For a significant fraction of the electrons transiting
the depletion region to lose less than 0.14 eV and, hence,
for impact ionization to be possible with an applied bias of
just 0.45 V, energy loss through scattering must be very low.
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Carriers moving in the wider bandgap materials currently used
in APDs experience much higher scattering rates, which means
that higher electric fields are required to initiate avalanche
multiplication. Hence, the presence of avalanche multiplication
at low electric fields is a further clear distinction between
the emerging narrow bandgap e-APDs and established wider
bandgap APDs.
It is clear that impact ionization of electrons from within the
Γ valley does occur in InAs and aided by the low scattering
rates it does so even at very low electric fields. Although
it would be simple to consider that all impact ionization of
electrons was initiated from within the Γ valley, this appears
unlikely. The ionization threshold appears to be soft and the
ionization rate limited at the lower energies in excess of it.
It is considered inevitable that some electrons will leave the
confines of the Γ valley in the practical devices characterized.
Hence, a multivalley Monte Carlo model will be needed to
faithfully model the nonlocal nature of impact ionization in
InAs; however, it is likely that only the first conduction band
needs to be considered.
Due to β being approximately zero, it is noted that the
impulse response duration for InAs e-APDs should be no
greater than the sum of one transit time for electrons and one
transit time for holes. This should make operation at high bit
rates possible, even with wide depletion regions such as those
characterized in this paper. Based on the saturated electron drift
velocity modeled by Satyanadh et al. [21] and the saturated
hole drift velocity of In0.53 Ga0.47 As, the maximum bit rate
achievable without intersymbol interference can be estimated.
It is concluded that an InAs p-i-n diode with a 2.5-μm-wide
intrinsic region could support bit rates up to ∼20 Gb/s. Furthermore, with β ∼ 0, the impulse response duration should
be independent of gain. The resulting absence of a classical
gain-bandwidth product limit should make it possible to exploit
much higher gains in thicker devices at bit rates only limited by
the same double transit time constraint.
B. Excess Noise Characteristics
The multiplication dependence of an e-APDs excess noise
factor is also fundamentally different from that of conventional
APDs. The excess noise characteristic of an InAlAs APD
shown in Fig. 7 is representative of the current state of the art
telecommunication APDs. In such APDs, the excess noise factor continues to rise as multiplication increases, as is expected
whenever k > 0. Besides the new results for InAs APDs, the
only published excess noise results less than or equal to the
local model’s prediction for k = 0 come from HgCdTe. One
such result from an APD with a cutoff wavelength of 2.2-μm is
shown in Fig. 7. It is noted that the excess noise characteristic
modeled by Satyanadh et al. for InAs APDs lies above the
prediction for k = 0. However, for their mixed injection case,
F > Fe would be expected; hence, the excess noise modeled
is actually very low given the mixed primary photocurrent and
broadly supportive of the new experimental results.
To explain excess noise factors tending toward values below
2, such as those measured on InAs p-i-n diodes under the purest
electron injection, it is necessary to consider the influence of
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Fig. 7. Comparison between the excess noise approaching Fe measured
on P3 diodes with radii of 50-μm () and 100-μm () and excess noise
characteristics measured on InAlAs () [20] and HgCdTe (◦) [5] diodes. Also
shown are the excess noise characteristics modeled by Saleh et al. [24] for fixed
ratios of αd (dashed black lines) and reference lines from the local model [2]
for k = 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 1.

ionization deadspace neglected by the local model. Deadspace
is described by various authors as either the distance travelled
by a carrier while it attains the ionization threshold energy or
the distance travelled by a carrier while its energy rises into
equilibrium with the electric field. Both descriptions attempt
to address the reality that a carrier’s ionization probability
does not become a nonzero function, described by its nonlocal
ionization coefficient, until it has travelled some distance. It
is simplest to consider that it travels this distance with an
ionization probability of zero, leading to the first description.
However, more accurately, its ionization probability is only zero
for part of the distance, before rising over the remainder of
the distance, to reach that described by the nonlocal ionization
coefficient. The effect of this deadspace is to increase the
degree of determinism in the spatial distribution of impact
ionization events, which, in turn, reduces the fluctuations in the
multiplication experienced by individual carriers and, hence,
the noise. In the limiting case where carriers traverse zero
ionization probability deadspaces between delta function ionization probability functions, the increased order reduces the
excess noise factor to a value of unity. The nonlocal nature of
impact ionization is usually only found to become significant
when an APD’s multiplication region width is in the order
of hundreds of nanometers or less [23]. However, there is no
theoretical reason why deadspace cannot be significant in APDs
with thicker multiplication regions.
The parameters αd or βd give a measure of the proportion
of the respective overall ionization path lengths α−1 and β −1
occupied by the deadspace. The value of these parameters
can range between zero and unity; the higher their value, the
more deterministic the ionization path lengths of the individual
carriers. Saleh et al. [24] modeled the excess noise characteristics for two constant values of αd, when β = 0, as shown in
Fig. 7. This shows that even when αd = 0.1, the increased determinism suppresses the excess noise significantly. In reality, a
constant value of αd is not expected since α and d have different
dependencies on electric field. These dependencies will lead
to αd increasing with increasing electric field and increasing
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Fig. 8. Comparison of e-APD-type excess noise characteristics, including
those measured on a P3 diode with a 100-μm radius (), modeled by Ma et al.
[25] for HgCdTe diodes (dot-dash line) and modeled by the local model [2] for
k = 0 (dotted line). Also shown are the excess noise factor (solid line) and αd
(dashed line) modeled for an arbitrary k = 0 case.

multiplication factors. As shown later, α is higher in InAs at
low electric fields than in most materials characterized. This
contributes to αd being significant in InAs even at low electric
fields, as present in P3 diodes in particular. Indeed, if the new α
for InAs given later is considered, in order to obtain αd = 0.1
at M ∼ 7 as seen in Fig. 7 for a P3 diode, a deadspace of
∼170 nm or ≤ 0.35 eV is needed. Given that the true Fe
is considered to be less than or equal to the result shown
in Fig. 7 for a 100-μm radius diode, this calculation should
be considered to indicate the minimum ionization threshold
energy. If there is a perfectly pure injection to yield a lower F ,
matching a higher αd, the calculated threshold energy would
also be higher. However, 0.35 eV is approximately equal to
the bandgap energy for InAs and plausible considering that the
electron ionization threshold energy is expected to approach
the bandgap energy when me  mh , as is the case for InAs.
Indeed, this magnitude of threshold energy is also supported by
the onset of measurable multiplication at low reverse biases, as
discussed earlier.
It is observed that the excess noise characteristic shown in
Fig. 7 for a 100-μm radius P3 diode rises to a peak before
decreasing slightly with increasing multiplication. This is considered to be caused by αd increasing as the bias voltage and
the electric field increase. Modeling of the excess noise in
HgCdTe APDs by Ma et al. [25] showed a more pronounced
peaking, as shown in Fig. 8. Also shown in Fig. 8 is the excess
noise characteristic modeled using the published nonlocal α
and threshold energy for GaAs [26], with β set to zero. This
arbitrary case was modeled using a random path length model,
from which the commensurate values of αd could also be
calculated. As can be seen from Fig. 8, for this modeled case,
αd rises as the multiplication and the electric field increase,
while, again, the excess noise factor peaks and then falls.
C. Electron Ionization Coefficient
The new measurements of multiplication and excess noise on
a range of InAs diodes have confirmed that β ∼ 0 at room temperature; hence, a simple local electron ionization coefficient

Fig. 9. Comparison of modeled and experimentally derived ionization coefficients, including α for InAs from this paper as calculated (◦) and as
parameterized (solid line), α (dashed line) and β (dot-dashed line) for InAs
from Mikhailova et al. [13], α for InAs from Bude and Hess [8] (), α
for InAs from Brennan and Mansour [14] (), α for In0.53 Ga0.47 As from
Ng et al. [27] (crossed line), and α for InSb from Baertsch [28] ().

can be calculated from Me alone. Despite having the widest
intrinsic region, in practice, P3 diodes yielded Me results up to
similar internal electric fields to the other p-i-n samples. Hence,
the Me measured on P3 diodes alone is used to calculate α,
while the Me characteristics measured on P1 and P2 diodes
are used to cross check its validity. The calculation of α is
simplified by two approximations. First, the electric field is
taken to be constant. The electric field ξ is calculated from ideal
p-i-n structure approximations, where the intrinsic width W is
taken to be equal to the total depletion width modeled at each
given bias voltage using the doping profile measured by SIMS.
The ideal p-i-n approximation is considered reasonable for P3
diodes due to their very low background doping concentration,
confirmed by C–V measurements. Second, β is taken to be zero
such that α can be calculated from
α(ξ) =

1
ln (Me (V )) .
W

(1)

The α calculated in this way is shown in Fig. 9. By comparison, the α calculated by Mikhailova et al. [13] shows much
stronger dependence on the electric field, falling much more
rapidly with reducing electric field. Brennan and Mansour [14]
calculated α for a number of different scattering conditions.
Even their lowest α, shown in Fig. 9, is higher than the new
calculated α; however, the electric field dependence is very
similar. Bude and Hess [8] calculated α for InAs in a higher
electric field range than it was possible to exercise in the practical diodes. However, their α does align with the magnitude of
α calculated here at the highest electric fields. In0.53 Ga0.47 As
has the lowest bandgap energy among the more established
III–V materials for which ionization coefficients have been
published. Amongst such materials, it has an unusually high
α at lower electric fields [27]; however, compared with the new
α for InAs, it is lower and much more strongly dependent on
the electric field. Baertsch [28] calculated an experimentally
derived α for InSb at 77 K. This α exhibits almost no electric
field dependence, but a similar magnitude to the new α for InAs.
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with thick depletion regions. A unique dependence of Me on
depletion width and bias voltage in InAs e-APDs has also
been identified. Now, since these scientifically and practically
interesting characteristics have been demonstrated in a simple
III–V binary alloy, there is a potential for further widespread
study or exploitation. InAs e-APDs are likely to be of interest
in infrared focal plane array imaging applications, where their
low operating voltage is advantageous. They may also find
application in optical communications, aided by an absence of
a gain bandwidth product, or single-photon detection.
R EFERENCES
Fig. 10. Comparison between the multiplication measured on P1 (◦), P2 (),
and P3 () diodes and that modeled (lines) using the new α and β = 0.

The new α has been parameterized, for electric fields between
6 and 50 kV/cm, as
 
0.378 
1.39 × 105
4
cm−1 . (2)
α = 4.62 × 10 exp −
|ξ|
The capability of the new ionization coefficient to model
avalanche multiplication in InAs APDs is confirmed by the
comparison shown in Fig. 10. The new coefficient proves to be
both self-consistent and capable of modeling the multiplication
measured in P1 and P2 diodes. The fit to the results for P1
diodes is not as good as the fit to the results for P2 diodes;
however, this is thought to be a result of the ideal p-i-n structure
approximation used being less valid for P1 diodes.
As a result of α being much greater at low electric fields in
InAs than in wider bandgap III–V materials, all InAs APDs
realized to date operate in the electric field range for which
impact ionization is essentially nonexistent in wider bandgap
materials. Hence, it is concluded that the relatively enhanced
magnitude of α is responsible for the desirable k ∼ 0 characteristic in these InAs APDs, rather than an atypically low
magnitude of β. If measurements were possible at sufficiently
higher electric fields, it is considered probable that β would
be broadly similar to that measured in other materials such as
In0.53 Ga0.47 As. However, this is expected to prove impossible
in practice due to the onset of tunneling.
V. C ONCLUSION
The results of an extensive study into the characteristics of
InAs APDs have been presented. It has been shown that α is
significant, while β ∼ 0 in the electric field range exercised,
leading to e-APD-type characteristics. An electron ionization
coefficient has been calculated and verified. This coefficient
will be of use to those designing InAs-based APDs and transistors. The multiplication and excess noise characteristics of
InAs APDs and e-APDs in general have been considered.
It has been shown that not only does impact ionization of
electrons occurs within the Γ valley but, aided by the low
scattering rates, it also does so from very low electric fields.
Furthermore, nonlocal effects can be significant even in diodes
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